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Plant of the month: Flowering maple
By KATHY HUBER, Garden Editor 
Copyright 2010 Houston Chronicle
June 1, 2010, 5:37PM

Hibiscus may be the hotties of the summer garden. But flowering maple, 
another member of the mallow family, deserves to share the spotlight. 

Native to the tropics of South and Central America, flowering maple 
(Abutilon spp.) was a parlor favorite during the Victorian era. Today, 
you’re more likely to find it in a porch or patio pot and in the garden. 

Hybridizing has taken this old-fashioned mallow to another level, giving 
us considerable options in heights and colors. 

Older 5- to 8-foot varieties are now joined by those in the 2- to 3-foot 
range, all ideal in part shade. The lower-growing Bella series is especially 
attractive. Dwarf types also are attractive in hanging baskets. 

While the maplelike foliage influenced its common name, flowering 
maple, the blooms have led some to call it Chinese lantern. The graceful, 
drooping branches produce charming, bell-shaped 1 1/2- to 4-inch 
blooms in ivory, yellow, pink, orange, salmon and rose. The elegant, often 
veined, nodding flowers have fuzzy stamens that dangle beneath the 
petals like clappers in a bell. It’s a spring-frost bloomer that finishes off 
the growing season with heavy flowers in fall. Flowering maples are 
typically root hardy in the garden, but I was amazed mine suffered so little 
freeze damage this past winter.
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June chores in the garden 
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Birds and flowers thrive in nature-lovers' vast 
garden 
Sources give help for habitat garden 
Work with nature to create simplified landscapes 
Houston homes can be a haven for migrating 
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Revamp your garden to attract butterflies 

 
Vacation watering
Does anyone know of a service company that does 
vacation watering?
- greycatt

Re: Flea-like bugs - HELP
Are they teeny tiny? They could be springtails.
- hou2009

Papaya tree roots and foundation
My only available spot that isn't shady is next to my 
house.
- lovemygarden

Maggots in My Compost
Gross! is this bad? What should I do?
- caseydog

How do I get rid of wasps?
What can I do to discourage them?
- nola26

Pill Bugs....
Does any one know of a natural bait, and killer for these 
crustations?
- jntex
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